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About This Game

Have you ever faced forthcoming death?

Or have you ever imagine how it is to rush yourself just to get another minute of your life? Forge ahead, against all odds, not
knowing what’s waiting there for you and if you are strong enough to bear the suspens.

The end is getting closer. Will you manage to survive?

Startling originality, firing imagination, engaging and amazing chain of events. The simplicity of this pixel-art game entails
players to unite and cooperate in order to get higher and escape chasing them water. Gripping and full of humor. It will

definitely won’t let you sit and bore.
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Water is flooding the world. Build your own way to climd higher and higher. Maybe there is a chance of survival after all. Give
yourself a try! Help those boars reach the highest level.

***

Squeakers is a multiplayer, cooperative game. It can provide fun up to four players. You can either decide to work altogether or
choose to compete with each other. No matter the way, the goal is to build the tower as fast as you can to escape rising water.

And oh! Don’t forget your cement mixer! It gives you bricks essential for your construction.

To make the gameplay trickier, the higher you get the more diversified bricks will get. Some of them simplify your work,
another ones can ruin your well-cared for masterpiece.

- look after your building buddy. Try to rescue him whenever he felt into the water. You might need his help to create bigger
tower

- you can use either keyboard or game pad

- collect achievements along the way

- you can choose your character from six different types just to differentiate each other during playing

- define your own method of building, experiment and get better and faster. The faster you get, the more points you receive
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I was thinking for a while, spent some time on this game, gave chances, and finally i came to my final conclusion.

The reason why i am not recommending this game is because mainly, you'll be facing challanges where there is no way of
avoiding/skipping it. There are some places where you will get tied up (For example the challanage where you have to cross the
road avoiding spikes which tides/force or whatever is pushing you towards it, making you to fall into spikes and thus you will
have to start all over again.) And worst part of all, if you do end up in spikes, there will be no check points or a way to get back
to that same place where you failed. You'll have to spend hours and hours into endless agony trying to pass that challange. I
personally passed them and know how to do it. But it takes time till you'll get the hang of the control and pass the challange.

After all that struggle of mine i gave soo many chances that i have lost the count. I wanted to enjoy this game and like it, but
sadly the reality bested me. I would liked the game if it had some minor changes but i guess thats not gonna be the case so....

While playing i was hoping i will see different... sparkle evolution. By that i mean literally becoming something else rather than
being a long worm. Unlike Sparkle 2. it was abit different, but this time all 3 of them are just one long worms or how would you
call em... Sausages.

In conclusion: If you are patient type, can tolerate the struggle, have spare time like i do or.. did, then this game might be for
you but if you dont want to torture yourself, dont buy it. I mean it. Or do if you're ready to test or lose your sanity. I warned
you.. I'm a huge H. P. Lovecraft fan and love to get into anything related to his world. I'm sorry but this game is terrible. The
graphics are sub-standard but I could get past that if the story were engaging. Admittedly, I'm only about an hour in, but the
story is extremely vague, not in the good, Lovecraftian way. Madness!

The voice actors are fairly inept and are made worse by trying to create some sort of unique 20's French gangster accent and
failing, mostly while reciting very awkward and confusing dialogue. The quotes from Lovecraft are left for you to read as they
fly by. Madness!

The figure skins are nostalgic and harken back to Doom II days, although I don't think it's intentional. The map is filled with
arbitrary boundaries that don't match the landscape at all and much of the non-snow constructions have no mass at all and can be
walked through at will. That's the madness!

Much of the time, you are wandering aimlessly, wondering why you keep hoping to find some shred of interest in this awful
mistake of a game. I think this is the true genius of it! The longer you wander...the more fragile and thin your desperate mind
becomes...as the insipidness of the graphics and terrain and animation wear you down and down...you realize you've truly
reached: THE MOUNTAINS OF MADNESS!

Oh, the sound effects and music are pretty good. Unless my twitchy brain was making them up.. Great little pickup game if you
need a break from "REAL" games.. I think this game is very good for the price tag. Graphics looks great and it is very
succesfull in terms of immersion. Gameplay and design is original and variated enough with some interesting ideas. Obviously
there's going to be much better VR sci-fi games in the future but for now i think it sits amongst the best, therefore worth
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playing.

EDIT: after beating the game i second this evaluation i gave some times ago, i would like to add the reccomendation of going
through the optional Tutorial section before the actual game to better understand how things work.. A friend offered me a key
for this game so I checked out what this game was about before accepting the key and it interested me. I have no interest in first
person indie games for the most part, but this game was cool. The visuals are great, I like the music, I love the atmosphere, and
the story held my interest. It's a simple mystery game and the driving is a bit clunky, but it's worth a try for the price. I wasn't
expecting much, but this game was definitely sataisfying to play. The game took me about an hour and 20 minutes to finish. I
did get this game for free, but I decided to purchase a copy to support the developer. This game shows potential for future
games to come from this developer.

I only came across one spot missing physics, a railing at the train station on the beach's side was lacking physics. I could walk
right through it. Other than that it was a flawless play through. I never experienced any game breaking bugs or crashes.. Story:
Reoccurring nightmares bring a young woman full of questions to the abandoned Chestnut Lodge Asylum after seeing a news
report concerning yet another mysterious death at the place she recognizes from her nightmares. During the course of play the
answers about the mysterious deaths and her own reoccuring nightmares are revealed.

Gameplay: Creepy (just another dark and stormy night and that whispering voice), slightly scary (a mystery boy, a terrified
policeman, and six skeletons in very odd places) and full of mystery (Why, oh Why is any of this happening, that age old
question). I kept expecting jump scares but that just might be because I played Enigmatis lately, or from the initial and later
nightmare scenes.

The game plays in 3D causing the screen elements to move and the entire screen to move side to side (unless the gamer adjusts
it to widescreen.) Adds to the creepy atmosphere and the internal fear guage of the unknown. Just a warning if playing in this
3D mode, check the side edges of your screen for new areas and hidden object find items. (I do believe there are complaints
over this from the easily annoyed and the less exploratory gamers).

This is a true hidden object game, with hidden object finds nearly exclusive as the puzzle elements and plot movers meaning the
inventory reward item. They are a bit on the challenging side, with at least one very well hidden find. Also the developers used
at least one obscure, if not very obscure clue per hidden object scene. For example calling a grater a grinder, or a spool of thread
a cotton reel. (That one made me smile even as I said "jerks".)

There are few actual puzzles in this game comparatively speaking, making the true puzzling aspects of this game how to do
something, like open locked doors, slide across a wire or just exactly what purpose that television has. Some of the actual
puzzles found in this game are rarely used by any game developer, which makes them fun and challenging.

A few words about achievements: The bulk of the achievements (22 of 27 in fact) come from finding the morphing\/shifting
objects. These morphing\/shifting objects in a few cases can be quite the challenge to find. I had to look up four, two I knew
were in the scene but could not find, the other two were really well hidden and I missed them completely. Finding those objects
is a challenge all by itself.

This game plays well for all level of player, novice to expert. One final note in this game all achievements can be completed in a
single play through. Well almost the final note I forgot there is no game map. (I forget about maps since I rarely use one or there
are penalties for map use.)
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Has a lot of potential! I'm excited for multiplayer! I'll return to give a more insightful review, so long as I can play with my
friends ;D. I quite enjoyed playing Omnipresent, I had the chance to play it for two hours and definitely planning to play more
now that I got used to its mechanics. What I really liked about the game was that although it was representing the world from an
AI's perspective it has the user interface that one can easily adjust to so one does not get lost in all the code you would assume to
be in an AI mechanics. The browser, search engine, and all the web sites including stock exchange are very well executed and
function like the ones on the web so it is quite fun to use them.

I liked the range of activities you can do as an AI, from stealing research papers to reaching bank accounts etc. And when you
connect them all, there really is nothing you can not do as an AI. The really well thought touch for me was the Detection
Percentage - the AI is not a program detached from the world. There are both other softwares and people that are in interaction
with it.

I definitely recommend Omnipresent and am looking forward to the updates and new scenarios.. As stated. This game is
pointless.. Game is a unique concept that sure is fun, but mechanically it's pretty rough.
AI is pretty basic, houses don't make alot of sense. Going upstairs is always a risk because you go up unstealthed.
Some skills are just massively better than others.
That being said, if the developer is going to continue with the game and removes some of the more unintuitive things about the
game, i say it could be a real charming game.
In it's current state, for it's listed price of 20$, it's a strong eh.

It does feel like an EA game in a way, and if the dev treats it as such and improves some of it's problems, i say it's good. If you
are considering buying, consider the following.
You will run into a bit of bugs and iffy mechanics, but they can be coped by doing different things in your playstyle. If you are
alright with that, the concept alone does push it pretty far, but mechanics really hold it back.. I completed this "game" in 3.5
hours. It was very slow paced with not a ton to do and the days went on far to quickly.
I would recommend this game if it was under $5 but at $13 for just 3.5 hour of game play it just isn't worth it. This game is a
piece of art work and I respect that.
-it's unlike anything I have played in the past
-the writing has great potential but often got lost in the boring wandering
-the art style and music are quite nice
This game is a piece of art work and I respect that. very nice boring game. This is a thrilling tactical shooter with large open
maps. As you fight your way through the hordes of different alien soldiers; you also need to plan your route through interesting
terrain from rocky peaks to forests and hackable teleporters. The terrain and graphics are beautiful with flexible quality settings
for older pcs like mine. The gunplay is great with a variety of weapons and scoping options; made all the more thrilling at the
constant danger of being outflanked. The A.I. are relentless hunting you down and pathfinding through navigating difficult
terrain.

A great and under-rated game has become all the more polished since the February update. Adding new maps, gamemodes,
better optimization and a shop. They've also recently added matchmaking and online multiplayer. Well worth the time and
modest price point.. It turns Maverick into a Chef 10\/10. - Controls are buggy (can't stop moving even when I'm not touching
the controller).
- Ability to shoot breaks seemingly randomly (seems to happen when it tries and fails to do a bullet cutscene?).
- Even just setting up your controls is a chore (it's done outside the game itself).

This was all with a 1st party xboxone controller. I even tried it with a different controller just to make sure the controller itself
wasn't broken.
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